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ABSTRACT

Experiment with burning fusion plasmas in tokamaks will place particular

requirements on neutron measurements from radiation resistance-, physics-, burn

control- and reliability considerations.

The possibility to meet these needs by measurements of neutron fluxes and energy

spectra by means of time-of-flight techniques are described. Reference counters and

spectrometers are proposed and characterized with respect to efficiency, count-rate

capabilities, energy resolution and tolerable neutron and y-radiation background levels.

The instruments can be used in a neutron camera and are capable to operate in

collimated neutron fluxes up to levels corresponding to full nuclear output power in the

next generation of experiments. Energy resolutions of the spectrometers enables

determination of ion temperatures from 3 [keV] through analysis of the Doppler

broadening.

Primarily, the instruments are aimed for studies of 14 [MeV] neutrons produced

in [d,t]-plasmas but can, after minor modifications, be used for analysis of 2.45 [McV]

neutrons produced in [d,d]-plasmas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements in high temperature fusion plasmas of quantities associated with

fusion products, like neutron production rate and energy spectra as functions of time and

space have been performed in several fusion experiments as part of their diagnostic

programs1"4. Major achievements include analysis of total nuclear power production, ion

temperatures, fuel densities and reconstruction of neutron source spatial distribution.

Also fractional contributions from beam-plasma and beam-beam fusion reactions for

neutral beam heated discharges have been analysed57. In the next generation of

experimental devices with burning fusion plasmas, represented by e.g. ITER8 , NET9 ,

CIT1^ and IGNITEX11, neutron diagnostics are envisaged to play a more important role

for several reasons. Neutron production will reach levels much higher than in present

experiments and therefore: cause radiation damages of components of conventional

diagnostics and, at the same time, enable more detailed measurements with neutron

detection instruments. Furthermore, due to inherent thermal instability of a burning

plasma, some method for control of relevant plasma fuel parameters like temperature,

density and composition will be needed12"16. Also for control of plasmas driven by

additional heating under subignited conditions information concerning power production,

ion temperature and fuel densities will be vital.

Due to the modified role of the neutron diagnostics in the next generation of

fusion experiments additional requirements will be placed on the measurement

techniques:

Equipment located in unshielded neutron radiation has to be resistant against

fluences up to = 1016 [n/cm2].

Relative measurement of total neutron production rate must be performed with

an accuracy better than ±10 [%] and with a time resolution equal to 10 [ms].

Ion temperatures exceeding 3 [keV] must be measured with an accuracy equal to

±10 [%] and with a time resolution from 10 tolOO [ms].

oc-particle birth profile has to be evaluated from measurements of line of sight

integrated neutron emissivity with a neutron camera.

Fuel density has to be evaluated from e.g. the combined information on

(from electron density and impurity data), ion temperature and total neutron



production with an accuracy equal to ± 10 [%] and with a time resolution

<100 Ims].

Fuel composition, i.e. nrj/nx can possibly be evaluated from simultaneous

measurements of 2.45 [MeV] neutron production (although severe difficulties will

occur with extensive background of [t,t]- and energy degraded [d,t]-neutrons).

Requirements from bum-control considerations demand on-line neutron

measurements with evaluation times <100 [ms].

Reliability considerations also require that the instruments are subject to reliability

tests and that the instrumentation is based on two or more independent systems.

In an attempt to meet these requirements >ve here outline proposals for neutron

flux counters and spectrometers. The counter is aimed for measurements of neutron

fluxes in well collimated lines of sight as part of a camera system. The main purpose of

the spectrometers is to measure neutron energy spectra for evaluation of ion temperatures.

The technique proposed is based on detections of neutron elastic scattering events in two

different sets of detectors and measurements of elapsed times-of-flight17. The principle of

time-of-flight measurements has been used extensively over the past decades with pulsed

beams, particularly for neutron experiments18 '20. The technique with correlated

interaction in two scintillators is presently in use in a spectrometer aimed for studies of

2.45 [MeV] neutrons at JET7, and provides analysis of ion temperatures, fractional

source contributions and deuterium concentrations6-21.

A description of the experience from operation of the spectrometer at JET is given

in sec. 2. Also some consequences of the kinematics for elastic scattering and relativistic

and mass ratio corrections are considered. Details of a reference neutron counter with

high count-rate capabilities are given in sec. 3, together with results from model

calculations.

Description of reference spectrometers based on [n,p] and [n,d] elastic scattering

are given in sec. 4 and sec. 5 respectively. Results from model calculations of the

resolution are presented. Some experimental test results are also described. The important

issues regarding background counts and high count-rates are analysed.

In sec. 6 we discuss the benefits of using the counter and spectrometers in

different kinds of fusion experiments.



2. T-O-F MEASUREMENTS WITH TWO SETS OF DETECTORS.

The instruments are proposed with the confidence obtained from laboratory

experiments and operation of a spectrometer at JET. Some basic physics features are

considered.

2.1 2.45 [MeV] neutron T-o-F spectrometer at JET.

A most useful neutron spectrometer for this kind of measurements is the time-of-

flight spectrometer presently in operation at the JET tokamak for studies of deuterium

plasmas. It is based on correlated elastic scattering events in two hydrogen based detector

sets and measurements of elapsed tiim-of-flight, see fig. 1. The primary aims are to

determine the ion temperature and fractional neutron source contributions. The efficiency

is =1'1O"2 [cm2]. Energy resolution is equal to 125±5 [keV], maximum useful count-rate

is 3-103 [c/s], and it has a minimum time resolution, determined by the required statistics,

= 200 [ms]7. Results obtained have been compared with results from other ion

temperature diagnostics with good agreement21, see fig. 2.

Main features with this instrument is the degree of operation reliability and

consistency between results from model and Monte Carlo calculations on one hand and

spectrometer response on the other. The capability to compensate for the inevitable

random background also during fast fluctuating fluxes (i.e. rise and fall times are shorter

than spectrum collection times ) has been demonstrated. During neutral beam heating

conditions energy spectra usually consist of a mixture of neutrons from thermonuclear

reactions and beam-plasma reactions, causing interpretation difficulties.

2.2 Constant Time-of-Flight sphere.

The kinematics for the elastic scattering utilized in the neutron detection in the two

sets of detectors, D\ and D2, are here treated in a classical approximation and with the

neutron and proton masses set equal.

For counters and spectrometers, where a second detector D2 with a large area is

utilized to detect neutnns scattered in a small first Di detector, it is necessary to

compensate for angular deviations introduced by the finite size of D2. This is achieved by



arranging the D2 detector such that the neutron time-of-flight values are constant

throughout its whole area, i.e. the neutron flight path length is made a special function of

the scattering angle. Consider a scattered neutron and choose the length of its flight path,

/$, such that the time-of-flight is independent of the scattering angle. The kinematics then

yields:

V ( A l ) + cos2<{n-cos<j)

where /o is the flight path length of a neutron in the limit of no interaction, A is the mass

ratio m n u c /m n e u t and <{> is the scattering angle in the laboratory system, see fig. 3. The

surface obtained is a constant time-of-flight sphere with the radius equal to r= /o-A/(A+l),

and the scatter piece located at a distance equal to s= /o/(A+l) from the centre.

Particularly, this means for [n,p] scattering that the scattering centre is located at the

periphery of the sphere and at half the radius in case of [n,d] scattering. For 14 [MeV]

neutrons relativistic effects and an exact mass ratio will give corrections to /$ of the order

of 10-2.

3. A TIME-OF-FLIGHT REFERENCE COUNTER.

For measurements of neutron fluxes in narrow collimators ( a few cm2 cross-

section area) counters with high count-rate capabilities ^lO6 [c/s] and high efficiency are

needed. Furthermore, in order to separate the scattered neutrons from non scattered

neutron- and y-events some energy resolution (=30 [%]) and n/y-discrimination

properties will be necessary.

Here we describe a technique based on [n,p] elastic scattering in a thin foil and

detection of both the recoiled proton and the scattered neutron with delayed coincidence

technique. One advantage is the absence of active detector elements in the primary

neutron beam, only a passive scatter foil of various dimensions depending on the desired

efficiency and energy range of operation is present. The kinematics in a non relativistic

approximation give the energies:

En ' = En cos2<|> and (2)



Ep = En sin2<t> (3)

for the scattered neutron n1 and recoiled proton p, respectively. When measuring the

neutron flight time from the position of the scattering event to the neutron detector, the

width of the energy window yields:

(4,

where AT is the over all coincidence resolving time. In order to reduce the background

count-rate by preventing non useful protons to be detected an aluminium aperture

arrangement may be used.

3.1 Geometry and scatter foil.

The proposed geometry is shown in fig. 4 with scattering angle <|>= 45° (see

fig.3). The scatter foil is located along the neutron beam at a distance =3 [cm] to the

proton detector and =28 [cm] to the neutron detector. The choice of this particular foil

orientation enables the use of the combination of a narrow collimator and large foil area.

The orientation of the two detectors have been chosen on the ground of the constant time-

of-flight sphere and the tilt angle of the scatter foil, see sec. 2. The distance foil to proton

detector is kept short in order to maintain small timing uncertainties due to undetermined

energy losses of the protons in the foil. The distance foil to neutron detector is detennined

by the requirements on energy resolution (»30 [%]) and n/y-discrimination.

When selecting scatter piece material one has to take several issues into

consideration; radiation resistance, amount of hydrogen relative to other elements, proton

specific energy losses and also mechanical properties. Because of the properties of

polyethylene22 this is chosen as the scatter material. Detection of protons in the energy

interval 5-9 [MeV] gives maximum energy losses =60 [MeV«cm2/g]22. The energy loss

will cause timing uncertainty and in order to keep this in parity with the required energy

resolution the thickness is limited to = 0.025 [cm]. Maximum useful foil area is

determined by the detector area, which for practical reasons is limited to * 200 [cm2]. By

using different foil areas one may also be able to match for different neutron fluxes.
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3.2 Detectors and signal electronics.

For this particular counter it is suggested to use two thin scintillators (0.1 [cm]»7

[cm]«14 [cm]) for the proton detector and one thick scintillator (4 [cm]-14 [cm]>l4 [cm])

for neutron detection, see fig. 4. The scintillators have to be mounted on light guides or

directly on photomultiplier tubes.

Signal electronics consist of one constant fraction discriminator (CFD), one

constant fraction differential discriminators (CFDD), one fast coincidence unit (AT = 2

[ns]) and sealers for count-rate monitoring as shown in fig. 5 . Due to anticipated high

count-rates in the PM-tubes stabilized high voltage dividers23, have to be used in order to

avoid voltage drops in die dynodc chains.

3.3 Aperture and efficiency.

Background count-rate in the neutron detector depends on the actual shielding

conditions. Location of the counter outside the main radiation protection would reduce the

background essentially to neutrons scattered in collimator walls and neutron beam

dumps. Random coincidences Rr, will inevitably occur as a result of this particular

technique and can be calculated24:

Rr = 2AxRiR2<Rs (5)

where R2 is the count-rate of neutron detector and Ax is the coincidence time. The signal

count-rate in the system, Rs, is then evaluated from data provided by the individual

ratemeters in fig. 5 :

Rs=Rl2-2AxRiR2 (6)

where R12 is the coincidence count-rate.

Apertures of different configurations may be used for the proton detector which

will effect the system response in two ways. The aim is to reduce the count-rate in the

proton detector to those events which have the associated neutron impinging into the

neutron detector, see fig. 4. . This will reduce the random background count-rate in

accordance with eq. (5). However, the aperture will inevitably prevent some useful



protons to reach the proton detector and consequently reduce the system efficiency. The

level of neutron and y-background radiation at the position of the neutron detector can

only be determined from proper neutron transport calculations and measurements and a

decision on aperture configuration can only be made when this information is available.

For the moment it is assumed that a proper choice is to use an aperture with a solid angle

equal to the one covered by the neutron detector. Table 1 gives several aperture

dimensions and corresponding maximum tolerable background radiation levels at D j ,

derived from eq. (5).

Using the geometry, foil, detector and aperture dimensions given above the

efficiency yields l-10~3 [cm2], see table 2 for details. Assuming a neutron flux equal to

109 [n/(cm2«s)] at the position of the foil we arrive at a proton detector count-rate Ri,

equal to 1-107 [c/s] and a signal count-rate Rs, equal to MO6 [c/s], as given in table 3.

With Ax equal to 2 [ns] the acceptable neutron background flux, at the position of

the neutron detector, as given by eq. (5), is ten times the foil-scattered neutron flux. Due

to the low probability (=5«1O"3) for neutrons to interact with the thin scintillator the count-

rate caused by neutrons scattered in hydrogen and carbon in the foil is approximately two

orders of magnitudes smaller than the corresponding proton count-rate. Operation ranges

in terms of neutron fluxes are given in table 3 together with signal- and first detector

count-rates, time resolution and maximum tolerable neutron and y-background.

3.4 [d,d]/[d,t] counter

When measuring [d,d]/[d,t] neutron fluxes (for evaluation of n<j/nt ratio), it is of

particular importance that the same plasma volume is viewed for flux measurements of

the two neutron energies. The time-of-flight counter described here has the capability to

separate the neutron energies in two ways: by their different flight times and different

ranges of proton recoil energies in the first detector. The latter property enables amplitude

discrimination and consequently reduction of random coincidence rates. The maximum

foil thickness is given by the maximum permissible proton recoil energy loss in the foil,

which is given by the lowest detectable proton energy (= 0.5[MeV)) and the lower end

of the neutron energy range (= 2[MeV]). In this case the maximum foil thickness is

7»1(H [cm) and efficiency and other specifications are given in table 2. Using the counter

in a tangential line of sight viewing a cross section area (-100*10 [cm2]) of the plasma

center the estimated maximum flux is in the 101() [n/(cm2«s)l range. Countrates and

maximum background fluxes are given in table 3.

10



3.5 Modifications for [d,d]-plasmas.

Omitting the foil and placing the thin scintillator in the neutron beam enables the

counter to be used for measurements of 2.45 [MeV] neutrons emitted from deuterium

plasmas. The operation range is limited by requirements on maximum count-rate in the

first detector and the background neutron- and y-flux at the position of the second

detector. Count-rates and time resolutions are given in table 3.

4. FORWARD SCATTER TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTROMETER.

The primary aim of neutron energy measurements is to evaluate the central ion

temperature in the interval 3 to SO [keV] with an accuracy = 10 [%], and with a time

resolution from 3 to 100 [ms]25-26. For this purpose high resolving spectrometers (AE/E

-2.0 [%, FWHM]) with high count-rate capabilities (> 104 [c/s]) will be needed. Here

we propose a technique based on [n,p] elastic scattering in a foil and detection of the

recoiled proton in a thin scintillator outside the neutron beam and the scattered neutron in

a thick large scintillator at a few meters distance from the foil, see fig. 6a. The time-of-

flight between the two events is then measured. The instrument is a modification of the

counter proposed in sec . 3. Hence it obeys the kinematic relations as described in eqs.

(2) and (3).

4.1 Geometry and detectors

The scatter foil is orientated along the neutron beam with a distance of -3 [cm] to

the proton detector and =495 [cm] to the neutron detector. As for the counter the

combination of a narrow collimator and large foil area can be used provided the average

scattering angle is chosen equal to n/4. The foil to proton detector distance is kept short in

order to maintain small timing uncertainties (5t< 1.0 [ns]) due to undetermined energy

losses of the protons in the foil. We intend to use an aperture arrangement of the kind

described in sec. 3 for reduction of the background count-rate, see fig. 6b. Tie distance

between foil and neutron detector is determined by the required energy resolution. The

orientation and shape of the detector have been chosen on the ground of the constant

time-of-flight sphere, see sec. 2 .
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A thin scintillator with the dimensions (0.05 [cm]«200 [cm2]) and with the same

area as the foil, is intended to be used for proton detection. The second detector will have

an area equal to 1.2-104 [cm2] and a thickness equal to 4 [cm]. Two different detector

arrangements are considered. One system consists of ten long scintillators with the

dimensions (4« [cm]«10 [cm]«120 [cm]), each one optically coupled to two photomultiplier

tubes in each end and a mean timing system. The shape of these scintillators have to

follow the surface of the constant time-of-flight sphere, see sec. 2. The other system

comprises 60 single scintillator-photomultiplier units, each one with a detector area equal

to 200 [cm2].

4.2 Resolution and implications for Tj measurements.

Comparisons with calibration measurements of the spectrometer presently in use

at JET, model and Monte Carlo calculations has given great confidence in the

performance of the instrument. An accurate model for the energy resolution has been

developed7 and includes terms caused by: finite dimensions of proton and neutron

detectors, timing resolution and neutron flux not parallel to the collimator.

Provided the response function of the instrument is Gaussian the accuracy in ion

temperature measurements is given by2:

+ 4 < W >

where Ns is the number of useful counts, W is the actual width of the neutron spectrum,

R is the instrumental resolution and AR its accuracy. Using a neutron calibration source

with an energy width equal to 200 [keV.FWHM] known to 1 [%] accuracy, one can

determine AR/R with an accuracy of 2 [%] provided the spectrum contains 104 useful

counts. With these specifications and for measurements of pure Maxwellian plasmas with

Tj^ 3 [keV], 103 events will be needed in order to meet the requirement of 10

accuracy in ion temperature measurement.

12



4.3 Aperture and efficiency

Random coincidences Rr, will inevitably occur as a result of this particular

technique and can be calculated24:

Rr = ATRiR2<Rs (8)

where R2 is the count-rate of neutron detector and Ax is the timing window. In order to

reduce this an aperture arrangement similar to the one described in sec. 3, is intended to

be used, see fig. 6b. A decision on aperture configuration can only be made when

information from proper neutron transport calculations is available, particularly with

respect to neutron and y-background at the position of the neutron defector. For the

moment it is assumed that a proper choice is to use an aperture with a solid angle equal to

the one covered by the neutron detector. Several aperture dimensions and correspond] ig

maximum tolerable background radiation levels at Di are given in table 4 .

When calculating the efficiency effects like self attenuation and multiple scattering

in the foil are neglected because a thin foil is utilized. However, these effects are

included for the neutron detector and the bias is set at 200 [keV] proton energy27 '31.

Calculated efficiency is equal to 4*1 (y4 [cm2] as given in table 5.

4.4 Count-rates and background radiation.

Assuming a neutron flux equal to 109 [n/(cm2«s)] at the position of the foil and

applying an aperture given above, we arrive at a proton detector count-rate Ri, equal to

4»106 [c/s] and a spectrometer signal count-rate Rs, equal to 4«105 [c/s], see table 6 .

Background count-rate in the neutron detector depends on the actual shielding conditions.

The spectrometer has to be located outside the main radiation shield in order to reduce the

background essentially to neutrons scattered in collimator walls.

With Ax equal to 30 [ns] (corresponds to an energy interval from 10 to 17 [MeV])

the acceptable neutron background flux, given by eq. (8), at the position of the neutron

detector, is eight times the foil-scattered neutron flux. Due to the low probability (»5«10"
3) for neutrons to interact with the thin scintillator, the count-rate caused by neutrons

scattered in hydrogen and carbon in the foil is approximately two order of magnitudes

smaller than the actual count-rate caused by protons emerging from the foil.

13



Signal count-rates in the spectrometer Rs, proton detector count-rate ana neutron

flux operation range are given in table 6, together with time resolution and maximum

tolerable neutron and y-background radiation level.

4.5 Neutron energy spectra from [d,d]-plasmas.

As in the case of the counter, by replacing the foil with the thin scintiUator one can

measure energy spectra of 2.45 [MeV] neutrons from a deuterium plasma. Maintaining

the geometry, the temperature measurements can be made with an improved accuracy due

to the improved spectrometer energy resolution as given in table 5. The operation range is

limited by the maximum count-rate in the first detector and the background neutron- and

y-fiux at the position of the second detector. Count-rates and time resolutions are given in

table 6.

5. BACK-SCATTER TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTROMETER.

Choosing deuterium as the scattering material in stead of protonium and utilizing

neutron scattered approximately n radians, it follows from sec. 2 that the flight path

length for a given resolution is reduced. This application of the time-of-flight technique

has been investigated previously^. In this section we will discuss the energy resolution,

efficiency, estimated count-rates and also some experimental results.

The proposed geometry utilizes back-scattered neutrons and the scatter detector is

orientated perpendicular to the neutron beam direction. The second detector is positioned

along a constant time-of-flight sphere see sec. 2 and fig. 7.

5.1 Energy resolution, model calculation and experiments

A model for energy resolution based on spectrometer geometry, detector

dimensions and intrinsic timing properties has been developed and comparisons are

made with results from laboratory experiments.

AE

V j . s i n ^ \3+cos(t> \3+cos2<|>•v
The four different terms represent the following contributions:

14



i) The first term is the contribution from the finite thickness di, of the deuterium

scintillator, and the neutron detector 62- The factor two implies independent

contributions.

ii) Neutron flux not parallel to the collimator is assumed to have a rectangular

distribution and contributes according to the second term.

iii) The finite width (Wo), of the scatter scintillator contributes through the third

term. Two terms, one due to modified flight path length and one caused by

altered scattering angle contribute to the instrumental width.

i v) The fourth term refers to the timing resolution, assumed to have a

Gaussian distribution. Timing resolution has been determined from

laboratory experiments with a y-source.

Laboratory experiments have been performed with neutron sources with narrow

energy widths (i.e. AE/E=2 [%]), from the T[d,n]He4 and D[d,n]He3 reactions. Two

deuterium based scintillators Di (NE232, 1.27 [cm]»3.8 [cm] diam.and 2.54 [cm]«3.8

[cm] diam.) have been utilized as the scattering detector and a set of three hydrogen

based scintillators D2 (1.27 [cm]«10.2 [cm] diam.) have been located in 160° direction

relative to the incident neutron beam, see fig. 8a. The flight path distance has been varied

from 30 to 300 [cm]. Fast photomultiplier tubes (XP2020 and XP2040) have been used.

Pulse amplitude discrimination has been utilized through constant fraction differential

discriminators (CFDD) which provide timing pulses suitable for the time-to-amplitude

converter (TAC) unit, see fig. 8b. Time-of-flight spectra have been recorded and the

spectrometer energy resolutions determined.

Neutron spectra from experiments with 14.0 [MeV] neutrons are shown in figs.

9a-d for different flight-path lengths. Summary of the results are shown in figs. lOa-b,

where [AE/E]2 is shown as functions of I'2. Comparisons with results from model

calculations show good agreement both for 14.0 and 2.42 [MeV] neutrons.

15



5.2 Ti measurements and efficiency

With the energy resolution equal to 2.2 [%] the same arguments as given in sec. 4

are valid. Thus, eq. (7) implies that 10^ counts are needed for determination of ion

temperatures from 3 [keV] with an accuracy equal to 10 [%].

An efficiency calculation with multiple scattering effects neglected in the first

detector is given in table 7. The efficiency estimate of the second detector includes this

effect and the bias is set at 200 [keV] deuteron energy28.33 For specifications given in

table 7, the efficiency is equal to 3«10'5 [cm2].

5.3 Count-rate and background considerations

Assuming as previously a neutron flux equal to 109 [n/(cm2«s)] at the position of

the first detector we arrive at a total count-rate Ri , equal to 4-107 [c/s]. After

discrimination of deuterons with energies below =10 [MeV], Ri equals 1.5«107 [c/s].

With the detector dimensions given in table 7 , the spectrometer system count-rate Rs, is

equal to 3-104 [c/s].

Like for the spectrometer described in sec. 4, background count-rate depends on

the actual shielding conditions. Also this spectrometer has to be located outside the main

radiation shield in order to reduce the background essentially to neutrons scattered in

collimator walls. If Ax is equal to 20 [ns] (corresponding to an energy interval from 12 to

16 [MeV]) in eq. (8) the random coincidence rate Rr provides an acceptable neutron

background flux, at the position of the second detector, equal to three times the neutron

flux caused by scattering events in the deuterium scintillator. Signal count-rates in the

spectrometer system, first detector count-rate and neutron flux operation range are given

in table 8 together with time resolution and maximum tolerable neutron and y-background

radiation level.

5.4 Studies of [d,d]-plasmas.

Using a 2.5 [cm] thick scintillator as the first detector enables measurements of

2.45 [MeV] neutrons with an efficiency and resolution as given in table 7. The operation

range is limited by the maximum count-rate in the first detector and the background

neutron- and y-flux at the position of the second detector. Count-rates and time

resolutions are given in table 8.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The versatility of the time-of-flight method for measurements of neutron energy

spectra with double interaction in two sets of detectors, has been shown with a

spectrometer presently in operation at the JET tokamak. Instruments based on the same

principle for use in the context of collimated high neutron fluxes at fusion experiments

operating with [d,t]-plasmas are outlined, and reference design of one counter and two

spectrometers are described. All proposed instruments can be tuned to operate in a

neutron flux equal to 109 [n/(cm2«s)], corresponding to approximately maximum quoted

nuclear power production. A special feature is the relatively high efficiencies and

consequently, only small collimator cross-section areas (= I0[cm2]) will be needed.

After minor modifications, the instruments can also be used for measurements of

2.45 [MeV] neutrons from [d,d]-plasmas, although with lower count-rate capabilities,.

Thus, the instruments can be implemented and tested during deuterium operation. In fact

the resolution is improved in comparison with 14 [MeV] neutrons, and therefore

measurements of ion temperatures are facilitated. The counter has also the capability to

separate 2.45- from 14 [MeV] neutrons, and is thus suitable for minority measurements

of [d,d] neutrons generated in [d,t] plasmas.

The counter has a maximum count-rate capability * 106 [c/s] and would be useful

as part of the diagnostic instrumentation both for large and compact tokamaks. Only a

passive scatter foil is placed in the neutron beam and the instrument is expected to have a

long lifetime, i.e. =2«107[s] at 1 [GW] nuclear power production. The same

configuration is proposed for the forward scatter time-of-flight spectrometer and it has

the same expected lifetime. However, it has a long flight path, and consequently needs

large space. The back-scatter time-of-flight spectrometer is less space demanding. It has

on the other hand an active component, a scintillator, in the neutron beam, which limits

its life time to «5«105 [s] at full nuclear power production. With respect to proposed

experimental programs and access demands, the forward scatter spectrometer seems

appropriate for both large and compact tokamak experiments, while the back-scatter

spectrometer may be more suitable for compact experiments.

Results reported here are based on analytical considerations and on test

experiments in a few cases. In order to assess the characteristics of the proposed

instruments, further research and development work will be necessary.
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9. TABLES

Table 1 . Relative efficiency and maximum tolerable background of the [d,t] counter

are given for different aperture dimensions.

Aperture acceptance solid

angle./ neutron det. solid

angle

0.25

1.0

2.0

4.0

no aperture

Relative

efficiency

0.25

0.55

0.68

0.77

1.0

Max.tolerable background,

[(n+Y)/(cm2.s)] 2)

810$

4-105 1)

3-105

2-105

M05

'^Assumed appropriate for the reference counter design. ^Assumes 30 [%] efficiency for

back-ground detection in thick scintillator.
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Table 2. Efficiency for a time-of-flight neutron counter:

Effn = Af.df.nh.Oei.-cos<p.A2-cos<p.E(aperture)-E2/[rc.r2]

Sym-
bols
Af

df
nn

del.

Ip

Ai

di

<P

A2

E2

r

AT

E(aper-
ture)

Effn

AE/E

Description

foil area
(length.width)
foil thickness
hydrogen density in
foil
[n,p] elastic cross-
sect. (14.1[ MeV])
proton flight-path
length
proton detector area
(2 scint.)
proton detector
thickness
average neutron
scattering angle
neutron detector area,
(leneth.width)
neutron detector
efficiency, (4 cm
thick scintillator)
neutron flight-path
length, Io=l7cos<p
over all system
timing window
Rel.eff. w. aperture

counter efficiency

energy window from
eq. (4)

Values
[d,t]

200
(14.14)
2.5-10-2
8*1022

0.7-10-24

3

200
(2-7.14)
0.1

45

200
(14-14)

20

28

2.0

0.55

1.2-10-3

« 30

Values
[d,d]/[d,t]

200

7.10-4
8*1022

2.5.10-24
0.7-10-24

3

200

0.1

45

400
(2.1444)
35/
20

28

2.0

0.55

4-10-4/
7.10-5
=30

Dimen-
sion
cm2

cm
cm-3

cm2

cm

cm2

cm

0

cm2

%

cm

ns

-

cm2

%
[FWHM]
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Table 3 . Maximum and minimum operation count-rates, background radiation and

time resolution for a ToF counter.

Neutron
flux
[n/(cm2«s)]
MO^djtJl)
8.105[d,t] D
1010 [d,t] 4>
3.107[d,d]
3.10»[d,t] 4>
8.105[d,d]

5*10<> [d,d]
8*104 [d,d]

Proton
det.count-
rate [c/s]
MO?
8.103
6*106
5-104

2-105
2-103
7.707
2.70^

Signal
count-rate
[c/s]
1.10^
1-103
6.105
1-104

2.104

3-102
6-10*
1.10*

Max back-
gr. [(n+Y)/
(cm2.s)] 2)
4.105
4.105
M05
M05
1.105
1.105
hlO4

2*104

Time 3)
resolution
[ms]
0.1
100

10

300
2
100

^Refers to a detector position 15 [m] from the magnetic axis in a collimator with line of

sight through plasma center, and with cross-section dimensions equal to 15-1 [cm2].

Therefore, a total neutron production rate equal to 5«1020 [n/s] from a large tokamak will

generate a flux in a central collimator = 109 [n/(cm2-s)]. 2H3iven by eq. (5). 3>Assumes

102 counts per collection time interval.4) Refers to a tangential tapered collimator with

largest cross section area equal to 50»5[cm2] and smallest 15»O.5[cm2] for a [d,d]/[d,t]

counter.

T a b l e 4 . Spectrometer relative efficiency and maximum tolerable background are

given for different aperture dimensions.

Aperture acceptance solid

angle./ neutron det. solid

angle

0.25

1.0

2.0

4.0

no aperture

Rel.

efficiency.

0.25

0.55

0.68

0.77

1.0

Max.tolerable background,

[(n+y)/(cm2.s)], 2> 3>

2-103

L103 1)

6-102

4.102

7-101

'^Assumed appropriate for the reference spectrometer design. 2)Assumes 30 [%]

efficiency for back-ground detection in thick scintillator.

3)Given by eq. (8).
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Table 5. Efficiency and resolution of a 14 [rieV] ToF-neutron

spectrometer

= Af.df.nh.qfel.» COS<p.g(apertnre)«A2*COSf tzfjfri'*]
Symbols | Description [Values |Dim.
Ar foil area
(6 • Wo) (length«width)
df foil thickness
nn ; foil hydrogen dens.
Gei ln»Pl elastic cross-

sect (14.1 [MeV])

400
(28.14) 1
0025
8.1022
0.7.10-24

a 1 foil t i l t angle j 2.9

h

Ai
( 6 . Wo)
di

f

Aff
A2

a

^(aperture)
«//n td,t]

fad]
AE/E [d,t]

fad]

proton flight-path
length
proton detector
area, (2 detectors)
proton detector
thickness
average neutron
scattering angle
collim high/length
neutron detector
area,( 10 detectors)
neutron detector
efficiency, (4 cm
thick scintillator)
neutron flight-path
length, 4o=^'/cosf
azimuth scatt ang.
system timing
resolution
Rel.eff. w. aperture
spectrometer
efficiency
energy resolution
from model calc.

3

400
(14.14)
005

45

1.3.10-3
1.2.104
(120.10)
20

495

max. 7.5
0.8

0.55
4.10-4

18
1.4

cm*

cm
cm*3

cm*

•

cm

cm*

cm

•

cm2

%

cm

0

ns

-

cm*

%
[FWHM]
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Table 6. Maximum and minimum operational count-rates, background radiation and

time resolution for a time-of-flight spectrometer with an aperture configuration according

to table 4 and specifications given in table 5.

Neutron flux

[n/(cm2.s)]

MO9 [d,t]
3-107 [d,t]
5»10t [d,d]

3'10s [d,d]

Proton det.

count-rate

[c/s]

4.106

MO*
U107

6»105

Signal count-

rate [c/s]

4.105

MO4

2*10*

l*103

Max.back-gr.

[(n+Y)/
(cm2.s)] 2)

M03
MO3

5

5

Time
resolution
[ms]
2 3)

100 3)

20

250

^Collimator cross-section dimensions are 15*1 [cm2]. A total neutron production rate

equal to 5«1020 [n/s] from a large tokamak like ITER, will therefore generate a flux in a

central collimator = 109 [n/(cm2«s)].
2)Given by eq. (8). Assumes 30 [%] efficiency for back-ground detection in thick

scintillator. 3) Assumes 103 events per spectrum for [d,t]- and 250 for [d,d]- neutrons.
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Table 7. Efficiency and resolution of a back-scatter 14 [MeV] neutron ToF

spectrometer.

Effn = Ai.(5<reI./8a)iab/(and+anC)~1

[l-exp.(

Symbols
Ai
(5-Wo)
nd

(8oel./5i2)iab

di

1'

<P

A<p
A2

E2

5x

Effn [d,t]
fd,d]

AE/E [d,t]
fd,dj

Description
deuterium scint. area
, (l«w),10 units

deuterium density
in scintillator
[n,d] diff. elastic
cross-sec(14[MeV])
deuterium det. [d,t]
thickness [d,d]
neutron flight-path
length, see eq. (1)
neutron scattering
angle
collim. high/length
second detector
area,(20 detectors)
second detector
efficiency, (2.5 [cm]
thick scintillator)
system timing
resolution
spectrometer effic.

energy resolution
from eq. (9)

Values

5
(1010 .5 )
4.71022

0.027.
10-24
0.25
2.5
250

165 to 175

1.310-3
4-103
(20-200)

33

0.8

310-5
l'10-3
2.2
1.8

Dim.
cm2

cm-3

cm2/str.

cm

cm

0

cm2

%

ns

cm2

%
[FWHM]
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Table 8. Maximum and minimum count-rates, background radiation and time

resolution for a back-scatter time-of-flight spectrometer with specifications as given in

table 7 .

Neutron flux

[n/(cm2.s)]

MO9 [d,t]

3-108 [d,t]

5*106 [d,dj

Deuterium

det.
count-rate

[c/s]

4.107 2)

1.10? 3)
1.107 2)

5.10* 3)

6*106 2>

2'106 V

System
count-rate
[c/s]

3104

MO4

5*10^

Max. back-
gr. [(n+y)/

(cm2.s)]

1-102

M02

30

Time
resolution
[ms] 4)

30

100

50

^Collimator cross-section dimensions arc 5*1 [cm2]. Therefore a total neutron production

rate equal to 5«1020 [n/s] will generate a flux in a central collimator ~ 109 [n/(cm2«s)].
2)Total count-rate. 3)Assumes a reduction in count-rate through pulse amplitude

discrimination.
4) AssumeslO3 events per spectrum for [d,t]- and 250 for [d,d]- neutrons.
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10. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 View of the time-of-flight system with the JET tokamak and collimator and

detectors Di and D2 and geometry notations.

Fig.2 Values of Tj resulting from time-of-flight neutron spectral measurements as

function of Ti obtained from X-ray crystal spectrometer, from ref. [7].

Fig. 3 Constant time-of-flight sphere with radius r is shown for a general case with the

scatter piece Di, the second detector D2, scatter angle q> and flight path length 1'.

Fig.4 Geometry for the time-of-flight counter is shown with the scatter foil, first

detector Di and second detector D2.

Fig. 5 Signal electronics, constant fraction [differential] discriminators (CF[D]D),

coincidence units and sealers for the counter are shown.

Fig.6 a) Geometry is shown for the time-of-flight spectrometer with scatter foil, first

detector Di and second detector D2, (10 detectors with dimensions 10 [cm]«120

[cm]«4 [cm]).

b) Details of the first detector with scatter foil and apertures for the time-of-flight

spectrometer are shown.

Fig.7 Geometry is shown for the back-scatter time-of-flight spectrometer showing the

constant time-of-flight sphere.

Fig. 8 a) Experimental arrangement for the laboratory test is shown. The D\ detector is

situated at 100° relative to the incident ion beam in order to minimize the energy

width of the source neutrons to approximately AE/E« 2% [FWHM].

b) Signal electronics used in the test experiments are shown.

Fig.9 Time-of-flight spectra obtained with 14.0 [MeV] neutrons and different flight path

lengths.

Fig. 10a) Summary of test experiments with 14.0 [MeV] neutrons. The slope of the full

line give the measured energy resolution and the interception with the vertical axis

corresponds to the source width. The dashed line corresponds to results from

model calculations.
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b) Same as figure 10a with results obtained with 2.42 [MeV] neutrons.
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Fig. 5
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Fig. 8a Fig. 8b
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Fig. 9
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Fig. 10a
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Fig. 10b
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NEUTRON TIME-OF-FLIGHT COUNTERS AND SPECTROMETERS FOR

DIAGNOSTICS OF BURNING FUSION PLASMAS

T. Elevant and M. Olsson, February 1991, 30 p. in English

Experiment with burning fusion plasmas in tokamaks will place particular

requirements on neutron measurements from radiation resistance-, physics-, burn

control- and reliability considerations.

The possibility to meet these needs by measurements of neutron fluxes and energy

spectra by means of time-of-flight techniques are described. Reference counters and

spectrometers are proposed and characterized with respect to efficiency, count-rate

capabilities, energy resolution and tolerable neutron and y-radiation background levels.

The instruments can be used in a neutron camera and are capable to operate in

collimated neutron fluxes up to levels corresponding to full nuclear output power in the

next generation of experiments. Energy resolutions of the spectrometers enables

determination of ion temperatures from 3 [keV] through analysis of the Doppler

broadening.

Primarily, the instruments are aimed for studies of 14 [MeV] neutrons produced

in [d,t]-plasmas but can, after minor modifications, be used for analysis of 2.45 [MeV]

neutrons produced in [d,d]-plasmas.

Key words: neutron t ife-of-f1ight spectrometer, neutron

counter, fusion plasma diagnostics, burn control


